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It is perhaps the worst thing he ever wrote, quite incomprehensible without a glossary, in effect a parody in English gibberish. 1

It is scarcely surprising, in view of current opinion (characterised by this severe judgement of the Morris critic, Thompson) that Morris's translation of Beowulf is not now well known. First published in a limited edition of three hundred and eight copies in 1895, it was reprinted in 1904 and 1910. It was included in Volume X of the Collected Works of William Morris (1911), but was not again published separately. However, critical opinion of the translation in Morris's day was more sympathetic:

But if the business of the translator of an ancient poem is to pour the old wine into the new bottles with as little loss as possible of its original aroma, Mr. Morris's efforts have been crowned with entire success. 2

Taken together, both views draw attention to what I see as the positive and negative aspects of Morris's achievement in his translation. Morris attempted in his Beowulf to retain as much of the style and language of the
original as possible, in order to give his reader the impression that he was reading the poem in a form of English that would recall the Old English. Laudable though this aim may be, in that it signifies a total respect for the original, it also carries the danger that, in retaining too much that was alien, the translation would not be readily understood. Morris's translation, is, of course, like all translations, an attempt to balance the demands of the original text with those of his reader. The mere fact, however, that he was obliged to append a glossary to his translation shows that he was, at the very least, partially unsuccessful. The problem, as Quirk has pointed out with regard to Morris's translations from the Old Norse, were no less for his own readership than for readers today, since the forms that he used were so often modelled on forms within the languages from which he was translating. It is the purpose of this paper to explore some of the ways in which Morris handled the lexicon of Beowulf in order to make it accessible to a readership that was not versed in Old English. It is hoped that such a study will not only re-affirm the seriousness of Morris's intention and his respect for the text, but will also show that once the principles of his method are grasped, many of the apparent obscurities will become clear. At the same time, it has to be admitted that the glossary is inadequate and should have been expanded.

That Morris should have been attracted to Beowulf was natural enough. As an Oxford undergraduate he developed an interest in medieval literature and culture which he was to retain for the rest of his life. His philosophy and outlook on life were in large part shaped by the medieval and it was his aim to restore the arts in nineteenth-century England to their medieval role, with the artist as craftsman. From the literature of medieval Europe, Morris turned to that of medieval Iceland, where he found a tougher, more earth-bound attitude to life. He learnt Icelandic under the Oxford scholar Eiríkr Magnússon and, with his help, translated a number of the sagas into English during the years 1869-75. In these can be seen the development of his attitude towards the problem of translation that was to influence his work on Beowulf. He was careful not only to convey the meaning of his original, but also something of its flavour, by using consciously archaic words, especially of Germanic origin. The resulting translations are reasonably accurate, but often difficult to read.

In 1892, towards the end of his life, Morris turned from the literature of medieval Iceland to that literature in his own culture which most resembled it - Beowulf. That he regarded the poem as a masterpiece is clear from remarks made by him. For example, in his lecture on The Gothic Revival (March 3rd, 1884), he refers to the small amount of early Anglo-Saxon poetry as follows:

fragments of songs of the early Germanic invaders among which towers majestically the noble poem of Beowulf, unsurpassed for simplicity and strength by any poem of our later tongue.

Beowulf was already widely available in translations at this time. Eight complete translations of the poem into English had been published before that by Morris appeared in 1895. Those by Earle and Hall were both published in 1892 and that by Garnell went into its third edition in the same year. Yet, in a letter to A.J. Wyatt, Morris expresses his dissatisfaction with previous versions and writes of his intention to produce another.

As with his translations from the Old Norse, Morris's approach was scholarly. He was concerned to work from an accurate understanding of the text and contacted the Cambridge scholar A.J. Wyatt, who provided him with a prose translation which Morris turned into verse. Although Morris claimed not to know Old English, it is perfectly clear from the translation that emerged that he had a reasonable knowledge of it. His verse lines correspond remarkably closely with those of the original, and his treatment of the kennings and other compounds of the Old English text shows that, in general,
he had a clear understanding of the nature of the language. It is probably
right to assume that Morris had a fair grasp of the text and used Wyatt's
translation as a guide or check (particularly for the difficult and contro-
versial passages). Certainly, although the translation was published as
the work of both Morris and Wyatt, Wyatt did not regard it as his, and
later Morris seems also to have regarded it as his own work.9

From Morris's correspondence with Wyatt, it is clear that there was some
disagreement over Morris's use of archaism and the consequent need for a
glossary. Significantly, it is this point that still troubles readers today.
Morris, in fact, saw no real need for a glossary at all:

As to the glossary, I think our views as to what is
wanted in this case differ, or rather we have not
quite understood one another. I thought that all we
wanted was a few very unusual words taken from Middle
English, such as brim or wyrt, and perhaps one or two
sentences, though I think these would mostly explain
themselves by the context, except the few words afore-
said. Almost all in the glossary I should hesitate
to use in an original of my own, you see, and I
don't think it would need a glossary.10

In the end, the translation was accompanied by a glossary of seventy-
eight items, a number which is hardly enough to enable someone with no
knowledge of Old English to read through the translation easily and accurately.
In fairness to Morris, as suggested by his letter to Wyatt quoted
above, many of the archaisms would have been familiar to readers of poetry11
and, of course, to readers of Morris's own translations from the Old Norse.
Still, the chief barrier to his Beowulf's success was, and is, its vocabu-
lar y.

A general impression created by a rapid reading of the translation is
that Morris has generally avoided using words of French origin to translate
Old English words which have no modern representative. (Indeed, Eiríkr
Magnússon reports that Morris resented Romance words, which he felt were
alien to English.12) As a general rule, this is confirmed by detailed

examination. In the first few hundred lines of Morris's translation, for
instance, only twenty-eight words are of French origin. Most are used where
there is no obvious alternative derived from Old English. Thus, 'treasure'
(36, 41) translates mægen (and elsewhere sing), 'value' (3) translates
ælmen, 'heroes' (52) translates helian, 'ancient' (58) translates gamal
and 'clear' (90) translates swætoll. This pattern is repeated throughout the
poem. Other examples that regularly are: 'prince', which commonly
translates þrōðor, 'battle', for both hild and wīg; 'terror' for ægeors;
'realms' for ræce; 'joy' for ðrēam, wyn (also sometimes translated by
'joyance') or georg; 'heritage' for yrfe; and 'monster' for ðæf. In fact,
study of the text as a whole reveals a surprising number of French words.
Also, although their use can usually be explained, there are a few instances
where Morris would seem to depart from his usual practice of using a native
word if at all possible. Thus, at 1024 beorn is translated by 'hero'
(which is normally used for hæl) but is elsewhere usually translated by
'berne' (as at 2433); a form which is listed in the glossary. Nor can
Morris's use of 'hero' at 1024 be explained by the requirements of allitera-
tion, which Morris is always careful to follow. Thus, the half-line
beor on beorn beor on (1024) appears in Morris as 'bear forth to the hero',
whereas 'bear forth to the berne' could reasonably have been expected
(as at 2433, where beorn in Burgwer is translated by 'a berne in his burgs').
Similar variation can be seen in Morris's translation of OE cempa, which
normally appears as 'champion', but at 1544 and 1551 appears as 'cemp';
a northern representative of the Old English form (or its Old Norse cognate)
which Morris lists in his glossary. In view of the occurrence of the form
'cemp' in the glossary, it is odd that Morris does not choose to use it more
often; particularly as its substitution would not usually affect the
alliteration. Particularly odd is Morris's translation of fēolc-/feol-
cempa, which at 1544 is translated by 'foot-cemp' and at 2253 by 'foot-
translation a distinctively Germanic flavour which is further helped by his general avoidance of words of French origin. Thus, in the first hundred lines, he retains, among others, 'whale-road' (10) (hron-ræd), 'fee-gifts' (21) (feoh-gift), 'war-eyes' (58) (gat-gewisse), 'war-speed' (64) (hare-apæd), 'hall-house' (68) (hygel-rec), 'mead-hall' (69) (mead-wra), 'middle-garth' (75) (midan-gærd), 'folk-stead' (76) (folc-stede), 'edge-hate' (84) (æg-meet) and 'slaughter-strife' (85) (sela-met). Of course, while Morris's liberal use of compound forms may create a feeling for the original, it often makes comprehension difficult. Even where the individual elements may be understood, an audience unfamiliar with this device may find it difficult to interpret. Only eight compounds merit an explanation in Morris's glossary, though many others could only make sense to a reader who was familiar with Old English. Among the examples that could well have been added to the glossary are: 'breast-worship' (2504), as a translation of bræest-wearlæng (meaning 'breast-adorments'); 'battle-shard' (2829) for heah-scaer (meaning 'hacked in battle'); 'back-fare' (2783) for eft-næs (meaning 'journey back'); 'float-host' (2915) for flot-here (meaning 'sea-army'); 'ground-herder' (2136) for grund-hyrkle (meaning 'guardian of the deep'); 'slaughter-race' (2161) for wel-ræs (meaning 'deadly onslaught'); 'war-race' (2991) for gæs-ræs (meaning 'onrush of battle'); 'folk-scather' (2093, 2276, 2688) for 1ærd-sceafæ (2093) and ærad-/pærad-sceafæ (2276, 2688) (meaning 'injurer of the people') and 'battle-deer' (2107) for hildes Nó (meaning 'bold in battle'). Although in several of the above instances, Morris has substituted a familiar form for one of the compound elements, the meaning, even in context, is not immediately clear. What, for example, are we to make of 'breast-worship' in the following lines?

He nowise the firework to the King of the Frisians,
The breast-worship to wi, might bring any more,
But cringed in battle that head of the banner,
The Aebeling in might.  
(2503-2506)
Of course, the problem is aggravated by the occurrence of other words which might be unfamiliar. 'Hard' and 'Atheling' occur frequently throughout the translation and the reader would quickly get used to them. More obscure, however, is the unglossed 'fretwork', which is Morris's translation of *frætwe* (meaning 'adornments'). A further obvious difficulty is the unfamiliar syntax, which closely follows the Old English. Modern English syntax would re-arrange the lines to read: 'He might not bring the fretwork, the breast-worship to wit, to the King of the Friesians any more; but that herd of the banner, the Atheling in might, cringing in battle.' Morris's attempt to reproduce the syntactical patterns of the original is a further sign of his respect for the text and his desire to recreate it as closely as possible. As with his treatment of the vocabulary, once the patterns are understood the problem for the reader is lessened.

Morris translates kennings and compounds as he translates other forms. Whenever possible, each Old English element is translated by its modern representative. In the case of 'end-day' (3035) (for *ende-dag*) and 'earth-wall' (3090) (for *orme-waell*, meaning 'round' or 'barrow'), both Old English elements are represented by their modern forms. More often, however, substitute forms are needed for one or both elements. Examples of both are included above. Morris also used compounds where there was none in the original. In these cases, he would either construct one on an Old English model or else he would use one that he had used elsewhere. For example, *gheho* (3095) is translated by Morris as 'grief-care', on analogy with a compound such as *ealdor-cereu* 'mortal sorrow', while 'war-round' (2538), by which Morris translates *rond* (meaning 'shield') simply repeats 'war-round' (2559), where Morris uses it to translate *hord-rond*.

A further characteristic of Old English, which Morris retained and, to some extent developed, in order to make his translation as Germanic as possible, is the widespread use of prefixes. Thus, for example, he translates *beoræf* (2138) by 'beaerved' and *bewunden* (2424, 3022) by 'bewunden', but extends this use of the prefix 'be-' to represent many instances of the prefix *ge-. For example, *ge-* as the past participle marker often appears as 'be-', as in 'with limb-craft belocked' (2769) for *gelocen leod-craftum* in 'with cunning wiles was it begeared' (2087), for *slo wes orhuncum eall gesweord* and in 'the breast (was) well beworthy'd' (2175), for *hræost weorc* (2253, 2282) (meaning 'gold-plated flagon') appears in Morris as 'beaker beplated'; *hringde byrnan acc. sg.* (2615) (meaning 'corset of interlocked rings') is translated 'the byrmy beringed', and *hladig aegle dat. sg.* (2440) (meaning 'with bloody spear') becomes 'with shaft all beloody'd'. In all these examples, use of the prefix 'be-' has also resulted in an alliterative pattern based on 'b', which might well have determined its use. This could also explain Morris's translation of *se byrn-wiga* (2918) a compound which he restructures as 'the warrior bebyrne'd', and which again results in 'b' alliteration.

Other prefixes which are widely used by Morris are 'up-' and 'un-'. In his use of 'un-' he is generally simply giving a literal translation of his original, though this may produce forms which are unfamiliar, though obvious enough not to need mention in his glossary. Thus, 'un-right' (2739) translates *un-rigt*; 'unsoftly' (2140) translates *unsofte*; and 'undark' (2000) translates *undyme* (meaning 'un-secret'). At 2029 Morris has translated the original's controversial *oft seldon* as 'oft unseldon', which makes good sense of a passage that is otherwise difficult to interpret. A prefix which Morris commonly attests to present participles is 'a-', as in 'a-leaving' (2846) and 'a-stirring' (2840). Historically this prefix is a preposition and derives from Old English *an*/*on* and in the modern period is associated with archaic or regional (southern) English. Morris's use
of it is generally not based on forms of on/an in his original. It is probable that in using it so often he is simply employing a form which he knew to be archaic in order to distance his text from the present.

As with the prefix un-, retention in his translation of the widespread Old English suffix - scop frequently results in unfamiliar forms, the meaning of which is not always immediately clear. At 213, for example, Morris's 'earship' is a literal translation of eorl scop, which here means 'noble deeds'. Morris's lines 2131-2133 hardly make this clear:

Then did the lord king, and even by thy life, 
Woe-heavy beseech me that I in the hole-throng 
Should do after earship, my life to adventure.

At line 3066, however, Morris makes the meaning of eorl scop clear by translating it 'earship deeds'. Other examples of unfamiliar forms caused by Morris's retention of the suffix - scop are: 'warrior-ship' (1470) to translate drīht scop (meaning 'noble deeds') and 'foeship' (2999) to translate frǒnd scop (meaning 'enmity').

So far, it has been shown that Morris attempted to reproduce in his translation linguistic forms which were characteristic of Old English, though not necessarily of the English of his own day. He retained kennings and compounds wherever possible, sometimes adding ones of his own, and similarly retained and extended the use of certain Old English prefixes and suffixes. The translation that emerges is thus couched in a predominantly Germanic language that is recognizably English, but with archaisms based on Old English usage which may render the work obscure at times. In fact, as Quirk, in his discussion of Morris's translations from Old Norse says:

Many of the most striking and unfamiliar words in Morris are not, properly speaking, archaisms at all; pronunciations and often with new meanings and into past so distant that they are virtually new words to the reader.  

This is certainly also true of Morris's Beowulf, though often the 'new meanings' that he gives to particular words are simply the Old English meaning retained in the modern representative of a word that has undergone semantic shift. Thus, the common 'weird' is used with the sense of Old English wyrđ (usually translated by 'fate' or 'destiny'); similarly, 'hord' (e.g. 2027) is used with one sense of Old English hyrd ("keeper" or "guardian"), and 'glean' (e.g. 2105) is used with the sense of Old English gleð ("music", "joyful entertainment"). Among the many other examples are: 'mear' (1898) for Old English mear ("horse"); 'baim' (2203) for Old English baim ("sometimes"); and 'spell' (2109) for Old English spell ("tale"). None of these items appears in Morris's glossary.

As is clear from his correspondence with Wyatt, Morris attempted to keep his glossary as brief as possible and the glossary that was published was largely made up of: 1) words of restricted currency that were taken more or less from Old English (e.g. 'atheling' (Old English atheling), 'baim' (Old English baim), 'bera' (Old English bera), 'beseweled' (Old English beswela), 'brōne' (Old English byrlas n. pl.), 'broad' (Old English bord) etc.) and 2) words which have been modelled on the basis of Old English (e.g. 'a-banning' (Old English abannan), 'arede' (Old English ared), 'beahuised' (Old English heau, 'beauised'), 'beawened' (Old English geawn), 'forwritten' (Old English forwrit), etc.). This second category could well have been extended by Morris for, as is argued above, unless the reader is familiar with Old English he is unlikely always to understand new words coined on the basis of it. Among examples of the first category that could usefully have been included are: the northern 'lift' (1911), meaning 'air' (Old English lyft), 'red' (2027), meaning 'counsel', 'advice' (Old English red), 'rathely' (1937), meaning 'quickly' (Old English hrēð), 'gleed' (2652), meaning 'fire', 'flame' (Old English gledd), 'goose' (2446), meaning 'men' (Old English mans), and 'aer-father'
(2622), meaning 'old-father' (Old English æð-æter).

In conclusion, it must be acknowledged that Morris's translation is not easy to read, and would not have been when published. Yet, many of the difficulties of word-structure, vocabulary and syntax diminish as the principles behind them are grasped. Further, the reader who is familiar with Morris's translations from the Old Norse will already have encountered, and is likely to have overcome, the difficulties caused by unfamiliar usages. Morris's translation repays study because it is a serious attempt, by a literary figure of some consequence, to convey to his readers something of the nature of the text, as well as the meaning, of a great poem from their own culture. As a translation, Morris's Beowulf cannot be judged a complete success. The need for a glossary (longer than the one published) demonstrates this. Yet, at the same time, his failure to find a balance between the requirements of his original text on the one hand and his readers on the other, means that his work can be studied with profit by all translators from one form of English into another.

NOTES

The edition of Beowulf used above is that edited by A.J. Wyatt (1894, Cambridge), which was the text used by Morris. Morris's translation has been examined here in its second edition (1895, London and New York). Quotations from both texts are followed by their line number, though where both Old English and its translation have the same line number, it is only given once. Old English words quoted in isolation have been given in their dictionary form (i.e. nominative singular for nouns).

4. For a discussion of the influence of Old Norse usage on Morris's translations from Old Norse and on his literary style in general, see Swannell, J.W. (1961), 'William Morris as an Interpreter of Old Norse', Saga-Book of the Viking Society for Northern Research, XIV,
8. Ibid.